German Shepherd Dog Club of Queensland
State Breed Exhibition
17th September 2017
Judge Mr. Greg Green (Vic)
BABY PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
1.
KANTENNA ALEJANDRO (*Misteishah Fletcher AZ x *Kantenna Mystique AZ)
Brdr: D & S Ballantyne Exh: S Gordon
Very Promising
MINOR PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
1.
CASTASTAR GRINGO (*Toby von der Plassenburg (Imp Gmy) SchII aED x *Ch
Castastar Alexi ET, PT AZ) Brdr: Mrs. A Doyle Exh: Kylie Zimmerle
Large, medium strong dog of good proportions and type. Very good strength of head, medium
eye colour. Large ears where the tips lean backwards, Very good length of neck, normal
withers with slight nick behind. Straight back. Slightly short, slightly steep croup. Good fore
and hind angulation, balanced fore and underchest development. Very good length of foreleg.
Stands correct in front, moves correct going and coming. During movement shows good ground
cover with very good drive and reach, the ears should be firmer in movement.
Very Promising
INTERMEDIATE DOG STOCK COAT
1.
KAYGARR ARKO AZ (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Ursa av Thorarinn HD-ED (Imp. Nor)
Brdr/Exh: G & K Williams
Height-63.5cm, Chest-31cm Just medium size, medium strong, dry and firm dog of overall very
good proportions and type. Very good colour, very good head, good eye colour, good length of
neck, high withers, straight back, slightly short, slightly steep croup. Good forequarter
angulation where the upper arm could be longer, very good hindquarter angulation. Very good
clean underline, presented out of coat. Very good length of foreleg, stands correct in front,
moves correct going and coming, elbows yet to firm. During movement shows very good
ground covering gait with very good drive & good reach where the back remains absolutely
firm. Very Good
OPEN DOG STOCK COAT
1.
*XARO von der PLASSENBURG a ED (Imp DEU) (*Remo von Fichtenschlag aED x
*Wendy von Piste Trophe a ED Brdr: Herr Wolfgang Hassgall Exh: Mr A & Mrs R Jones
Height-65cm, Chest-29.5cm Large, medium strong substantial, well coloured and pigmented
dog of overall pleasing type and proportions. Very good masking of fore face and skull, very
good expression, very good eye colour. Very good length of neck flowing into a high wither,
straight back, croup well laid. Very good fore and hind quarter angulation, very good breadth
of thigh. Very good fore and under chest development, very good length of foreleg, stands
correct in front. Presents a very pleasing picture in stance. Moves correct behind with good
firmness of hocks, correct coming, elbows could be a little firmer. During movement displays
fleeting, ground covering gait with powerful drive and very good fore hand reach, the back
remains firm and the wither height is maintained. The off-lead gaiting exercise exhibited total
control and the dog displayed the same movement and outline as he did on lead.
Excellent Merit

MINOR PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
1.
CASTASTAR GEMEKA (*Toby von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Gmy) SchII x
*Ch Castastar Alexi ET, PT AZ) Brdr/Exh Mrs A Doyle
Large, strong, substantial, well coloured and pigmented. Feminine head with good masking of
the foreface and good eye colour, left ear tilts slightly. Good length of neck, high withers,
straight back, slightly short croup. Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be
longer. Slightly deep hindquarter angulation with good breath of thigh. Good length of foreleg,
stands correct in front. Balanced fore and under chest development, moves slightly cow hocked
going, correct coming. During movement, shows good reach and drive where the back remains
firm and the ears should remain firmer.
Very Promising
2.
CASTASTAR GISELLA (*Toby von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Gmy) SchII x *Ch
Castastar Alexi ET, PT AZ) Brdr/Exh Mrs A Doyle
Large, medium strong, very well proportioned, feminine head, good masking of the foreface
with very good eye colour, large ears. Very good length of neck, high withers, straight back,
slightly short, slightly steep croup. Slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Good forequarter
angulation but the upper arm could be better angled, very good length of foreleg, stands
correct in front. Good fore and under chest development. Slightly deep hindquarter
angulation, slightly wide behind, correct coming, during movement shows good drive and reach
where the ears should remain firmer.
Very Promising
PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
1.
KARALCIN HARLEY QUINN (*Ch. Xaro von der Plassenburg a ED (Imp Deu)
x *Karalcin Dakota HT AZ) Brdr/Exh: K Long
Large, medium strong, substantial, dry and firm bitch of overall pleasing type. Very good head,
good masking of the foreface with good expression. Very good length of neck, high withers,
straight back, slightly short but well laid croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation, very good breadth of thigh, clean underline, balanced fore and under chest, very
good length of foreleg, stands correct in front. Moves correct going, correct coming, elbows yet
to firm. During movement displays very good ground covering gait with very good reach and
drive, where the back remains firm.
Very Promising
2.
KARHAM ONE OF A KIND (*Sup Ch Indio Di Casa Nobili HIT (Imp Italy)HD-ED H-neg x
*Ch Karham Klass Above AZ) Brdr/Exh: Miss NJ Hammond
Above medium size, medium strong feminine bitch of good proportions, pigmentation and
colour. Feminine head, eyes could be darker. Very good length of neck, normal withers,
straight back, slightly short, slightly steep croup. Good forequarter angulation where the upper
arm is of good lay but could be slightly longer. Very good hindquarter angulation, very good
length of foreleg, stands not quite correct in front. Balanced fore and under chest
development, moves close behind and coming, both hocks and elbows yet to firm. During
movement shows very good ground covering gait with very good reach and drive and the back
remains firm.
Very Promising

3.

KARALCIN KATANA (*Ch. Xaro von der Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu)
x *Karalcin Dakota HT AZ) Brdr/Exh: K Long
Above medium size, medium strong feminine bitch with very good colour & very good
proportions. Feminine head, good expression, very good length of neck, high wither, straight
back, slightly short, slightly steep croup, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm
could be better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, balanced fore & under chest
development, very good length of foreleg, stands correct in front, moves close behind, slight
wide coming. In movement shows very good drive with good reach.
Very Promising
4.
KANTENNA JUST LIKE FIRE (*Pepe von der Zenteiche x *Kantenna So What AZ)
Brdr D & S Ballantyne Exh: M L Reidy/S Ballantyne
Above medium size, medium strong very well proportioned, coloured and pigmented bitch. Dry
and firm, feminine head, good masking of the foreface and skull. Good length of neck, normal
withers, slightly short, slightly steep croup. Slight rise over the back. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation, good breadth of thigh. Balanced fore and under chest development,
very good length of foreleg, could stand a little more correct in front, slightly wide behind and
hocks could be firmer, correct coming. During movement shows very good drive and good
reach but I would like to have seen more enthusiasm.
Very Promising
JUNIOR BITCH STOCK COAT
1
ASTASIA DARYA AZ (*Ch. Xaro vd Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu) x *Astasia Yoko AZ)
Brdr/Exh: B & P Hersant
Height-60cm Chest-27.5cm Large, medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch. Dry and
firm, overall very good proportions and type. Very good head, good masking of the foreface
and skull, very good expression and eye colour. High withers, slight rise over back, slightly
short, well laid croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, very good breadth of
thigh. Balanced fore and under chest development, very good length of foreleg. Stands correct
in front, moves correct behind, slightly wide coming, elbows could be a little firmer. During
movement displays very good ground covering gait with very good reach and drive and the back
remains firm
Very Good
2.
KAYGARR BIBBA (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Ursa av Thorarinn HD-ED (Imp Norway)
Brdr/Exh: G & K Williams
Height-60cm Chest-28cm Large, medium strong substantial bitch of very good type and
proportions. Well coloured, dry and firm. Very good head, strong skull, good expression,
masking could be more defined. Very good length of neck, high withers, straight back, slightly
short, slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Balanced fore
and under chest development, very good length of foreleg, stands correct in front, moves wide
going, hocks could be firmer, correct coming, elbows yet to tighten. During movement shows
very good ground covering gait with very good reach and drive and the back remains firm
Very Good

3.

CH RHOSYN TWYSTED SECRET AZ (*Callie v Westervenn aED (Imp Deu) x *Rhosyn
Dangerous Affair) Brdr: S & C Collins Exh: Mr K And Mrs S Maresh
Height-61cm, Chest-27cm Very large, medium strong, dry and firm well-proportioned bitch.
Very good head, with good strength of skull, good eye colour, very good length of neck, normal
wither, straight back, slightly short but well laid croup. Good forequarter angulation where the
upper arm could be slightly better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Very good fore
and under chest development, very good length of foreleg, stands correct in front, correct going
correct coming, elbows could be firmer. During movement shows very good drive and reach
where the back remains firm
Very Good
4.
CH KARHAM KNOW IT ALL HT (*Sup Ch Indio Di Casa Nobili HIT (Imp Italy) HD-ED H-neg
x *Ch Karham Itzony Destiny AZ) Brdr/Exh: Miss NJ Hammond
Height-59cm, Chest-27cm Large medium strong very well coloured, well pigmented bitch of
good type and proportions. Dry and firm. Very good head and expression, very good length of
neck, stands with high wither, straight back, slightly short croup, good forequarter angulation
where the upper arm could be slightly better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Good
fore and under chest development, very good length of foreleg, stands correct in front, moves
slightly wide behind, correct coming. During movement shows very good ground covering gait
with very good reach and drive where the back remains firm.
Very Good
5.
ASTASIA GAMBA AZ (*Ch. Xaro vd Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu) x *Astasia Tiki AZ)
Brd/Exh: B & P Hersant
Height-60cm, Chest-26cm Large, medium strong bitch of overall good type. Good proportions,
feminine head, very good masking of the foreface and skull, would like her to be stronger in the
fore face. Good length of neck, high withers, slight rise over top line, slightly short, slightly
steep croup, good fore quarter where the upper arm could be better angled. Very good
hindquarter angulation, good fore and under chest development, very good length of fore leg.
Moves close behind, correct coming, elbows could be a little firmer. During movement, shows
good ground covering gait with good drive and reach and the back remains firm.
Very Good
INTERMEDIATE BITCH STOCK COAT
1
ASTASIA ASHER AZ (*Ch. Xaro vd Plassenburg aED H-Neg (Imp Deu)
x *Astasia Buffee AZ) Brdr/Exh: B & P Hersant
Height-59cm, Chest-27cm Large medium strong, substantial well-proportioned bitch, dry and
firm. Saddle and masking could be more defined. Very good head and expression, eyes could
be darker. Very good length of neck, high withers, straight back, slightly short but well laid
croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, very good breadth of thigh. Balanced
fore and under chest development. Very good length of foreleg, stands correct in front. Moves
correct behind, correct coming, elbows could be a little firmer. During movement shows very
good ground coverage with very good reach and drive where the back remains firm
Very Good

2.

*CASTASTAR FALLON HIT AZ (*Ch Jaknell Coz I'm Tnt AZ x *Castastar Delilah HT AZ)
Brdr/Exh: Mrs. A Doyle
Height-59.5cm, Chest-27cm Large, medium strong substantial bitch, very good proportions,
presented in slightly heavy condition. Very good head, good strength of skull, good expression,
dark eyes, masking could be more defined. Good length of neck, high wither, straight back,
slightly short, slightly steep croup. Good forequarter where the upper arm could be better
angled. Very good hindquarter angulation with good breadth of thigh. Very good fore and
under chest development, very good length of foreleg, stands correct in front, moves correct
going but hocks could be firmer, correct coming, elbows could be tighter. During movement
shows very good ground covering gait with very good reach and drive where the back remains
firm
Very Good
3.
KARALCIN SPENCER HASTINGS (*Ch. Arkon vom Altenberger Land a ED (Imp Deu) x
Nanmahar Ulla HT ET) Brdr/Exh: K Long
Height-61cm, Chest-27cm Very large, medium strong bitch of good proportions. Feminine head,
eye could be darker. Very good length of neck, normal withers, straight back, slightly short,
slightly steep croup. Good fore and under chest development, very good length of foreleg,
stands correct in front. Moves correct behind and correct coming, elbows could be a little
firmer. During movement shows a good ground covering gait with good reach and drive,
overall balanced and the back remains firm
Very Good
OPEN BITCH STOCK COAT
1
*CH CASTASTAR ALEXI PT AZ (*Zony vom Haus Gerstenberg a ED SchHIII
x *Au & NZ Ch. Astasia Cinnamon RN ET HT AZ) Brdr/Exh: Mrs. A Doyle
Height-60cm, Chest-28cm, Large, strong, substantial, expressive feminine bitch of very good
type and proportions. Very good colour, very good head and expression, desired dark eye,
good masking of the foreface. Very good length of neck, stands with high wither, straight back,
slightly short croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, very good breadth of
thigh. Very good fore and slightly deep under chest development. Very good length of fore leg,
stands correct in front. Moves correct behind and coming, could be a little firmer in elbows.
Presents a very pleasing picture in stance. During movement shows effortless ground cover
with powerful drive, very good forehand extension, where the wither and top line were
maintained even during the very well performed off-lead gait.
Excellent Merit
2.
*HEIKO KIRRA LILLY AZ (*Gerry von Schacher aED (Imp Deu) x Heiko Mags Allover AZ
Brdr/Exh: M Knapton
Height-60.5cm, Chest-27.5cm
Large medium strong, dry firm bitch of good type and proportions. Feminine head, good
masking of the skull and foreface where the eyes could be a little darker. Very good length of
neck, high withers, straight back, slightly short but well laid croup. Good fore where the upper
arm could be slightly longer and better angled, very good hind quarter angulation. Very good
fore and underchest development. During movement shows very good ground cover with very
good drive and reach, back remains firm during off lead gaiting, which was well performed, she
could hold her wither a little higher.
Excellent

3.

*KANTENNA SO WHAT AZ (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ x *Ch. Kantenna Coz I Can AZ)
Brdr: D & S Ballantyne Exh: DR & ML Reidy/S Ballantyne
Height-59.5cm, Chest-29cm Large, medium strong very well coloured and pigmented bitch with
very good proportions and is dry and firm. Very good length of neck, high withers, slight nick
behind, straight back, slightly short croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.
Good fore and under chest development. Presented slightly out of coat. Very good length of
foreleg, stands correct in front, moves correct coming and going, hocks could be a little firmer.
During movement displays very good ground covering gait with very good reach and drive
where the back remains firm, the off-lead gait was balanced fore and hind where she
maintained her topline
Excellent
4.
*CH GRANDSPY COLLETTE UP IN FLAMES AZ (*Andacht Feel The Fire AZ
x Grandspy Aztek) Brdr/Exh: J King
Height-60cm, Chest-28cm Large medium strong, well coloured, very well-proportioned bitch.
Very good head, masking could be more defined, medium eye colour, very good length of neck,
normal withers, slight dip behind, slightly short, slightly steep croup. Good fore, though the
upper arm could be slightly longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Good
fore and under chest development. Very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front, moves
correct behind, slightly narrow coming, elbows could be firmer. During movement shows very
good ground covering gait with very good drive and good reach, where the back remains firm,
the off lead gaiting should be more controlled and ideally hold her wither a little higher and her
ears could be firmer.
Excellent
5.
*CASTASTAR DELILAH HT AZ (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED (Imp Ger)
x *Castastar Alexi PT AZ) Brdr/Exh: Mrs. A Doyle
Height-62cm
Chest-32cm Oversize, strong, substantial bitch presented in slightly heavy condition and out of
coat. Very good proportions. Very good head with good expression and good breadth of skull,
slightly close ear set. Very good length of neck, stands with high wither, straight back, slightly
short croup. Good fore where the upper arm could be slightly longer and better angled, very
good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and under chest development. Very good length of
foreleg, stands correct in front, correct coming and going though hocks should be firmer,
during movement on and off lead displays very good ground covering gait with very good reach
and drive and ideally should be firmer over top line.
Excellent
LONG STOCK COATS
JUNIOR DOG LONG STOCK COAT
1
AVAHLEE HUGO BOSS (*Toby von der Plassenburg (Imp Gmy) SchII aED x *Ch Freevale
Crazy In Pink) Brdr/Exh: D Mayne
Height 65cm Large, strong, substantial dog of very good type and slightly stretched proportions.
Well coloured, masculine head, very good skull and foreface, with good masking. Medium eye
colour. Very good length of neck. High withers, straight back, good croup, very good fore and
hindquarter angulations, very good length of thigh and foreleg. Stands correct in front, slightly
wide behind with good firmness of hocks. Correct coming, elbows could be firmer. During
movement shows very good ground covering gait with very good reach and drive with overall
balance and where wither height is maintained. Very Good

BABY PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
1
AMDAK FUDGE ME DRUNK (Ch Jonkahra Reveller x Bronacre Money Money Money)
Brdr: A Wood Exh: A Wood & C Cheffirs
Promising
MINOR PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
1.
BEAUTRAE XTREME ENVY (AI) (Gavin vom Hasenborn aEd (Imp Nld) x *Ch. Vladimir
Insaitsable AZ) Brdr: D West Exh: Miss NJ Hammond
Medium size, medium strong feminine head with good masking of the foreface. Very good
length of neck, normal withers, straight back, slightly short but well laid croup, good fore and
very good hind quarter angulation with good breadth of thigh. Balanced fore and under chest
development. Stands correct in front, moves close behind with good firmness of hocks, correct
coming. During movement shows very good drive and good reach, shows much enthusiasm.
The ears could be firmer in movement.
Very Promising
INTERMEDIATE BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
1.
CH. COSSAVANE TOUCH OF MAGIC HIT AZ (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Den)
x *Cossavane Nadia AZ) Brdr: Cossavane Gsds Exh: Miss NJ Hammond
Height-57cm
Chest 26.5cm, Correct medium size, strong, substantial, very well coloured and pigmented.
Feminine head, eyes could be darker. Very good length of neck, high wither, straight back,
slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and under
chest development. Good length of foreleg, stands correct in front, moves close behind with
good hock connection, moves correct coming. During movement shows very good ground
coverage with good reach and very good drive where the back remains firm
Very Good

